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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to investigate a source of reclaimed asphalt aggregates without binder 
addition. To this end, a series of triaxial tests was performed. First, monotonic triaxial tests allowed to 
determine failure resistance of the material at 20°C, 50°C and at 20°C with a prior preheating at 50°C. Then, 
the resilient and permanent behaviours at 20°C were studied thanks to Repeated Load Triaxial (RLT) tests 
with different levels of loading. The results show that increasing the temperature test implies a drop of failure 
resistance but a higher cohesion. RLT tests reveal a stress dependent resilient behaviour. Finally, the 
experimental results were compared with calibrations of the non-linear elastic Boyce model.

1 Introduction 
Asphalts aggregates (AA) are produced during the 
removal of asphalt pavements. From environmental 
perspectives, the reuse of AA progresses in either hot or 
cold recycling: a mix between binders, AA and sometimes 
virgin materials. The recycling is hot if all constituents in 
the mixture are heated; the process is cold if at least the 
aggregates are not heated. Several researches were carried 
out to develop the incorporation of AA in new asphalt 
mixtures [1-6], in foamed asphalts [7-9] or in bitumen 
emulsions [10-12]. This work studies the possibility of 
cold recycling without binder addition by means 
experimental and model methods commonly used for 
Unbound Granular Materials (UGM). The cold process is 
an important market because beyond 50 mg/kg of 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) the hot 
recycling is prohibited in France. Consequently, reuse the 
AA with a PAH content between 50 and 500 mg/kg, the 
allowable limits, reduces the waste of resources.                     

From the experimental point of view, monotonic 
triaxial tests allowed to study the effect of the temperature 
on the failure resistance. Then, in order to analyse the 
permanent and resilient behaviours of AA, Repeated Load 
Triaxial (RLT) tests were performed with different stress 
paths. Finally, calibrations of the Boyce model allowed to 
describe the resilient strains.  

2 Material and test programme 

2.1 Material characterization 

The studied material is reclaimed Asphalt Aggregates 
(AA) of Strasbourg and its suburbs. AA arise from the 

demolition of wearing courses. Table 1 details the main 
properties of the material. Figure 1 displays the particle 
size distribution, as well as both grading ranges of French 
Standards: UGM 0/20 mm [13] and asphalt mixture 0/20 
mm [14]. 

The grading curve was determined by wet method in 
accordance with French Standard XP P 94-041 [15], and 
Modified Proctor Test (NF P 94-093 [16]) allowed to 
obtain the optimum water content as well as the maximum 
dry density. 

Overall, the particle size distribution of AA is included 
in both grading ranges. For coarse elements, the curve is 
near the upper limit of ranges and for fine elements, it 
exceeds UGM range. AA are a complex material between 
UGM and asphalt mixture.  

Table 1. Characteristics of reclaimed Asphalt Aggregates. 

PAH content 298 mg/kg 

Grading  0/20 mm 

Optimum water content 5.86 % 

Maximum dry density 2.02 g/cm3 

Binder content  
NF EN 12697-1 [17] 4.36 % 

Needle penetrability  
NF EN 1426 [18] 131/10 mm 

Ring & Ball  
NF EN 1427 [19] 69.4°C 
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Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of Asphalt Aggregates. 

2.2 Sampling 

The process proposed in the Re-Road European project 
[20] was followed. After collecting materials from several 
spots of initial stockpile, the AA are stored in roof-shaped 
pile layer by layer (figure 2). Then, the material is taken 
in tranches in order to obtain homogeneous samples. 

  
Fig. 2. The roof-shaped pile. 
 

Based on the researches of Jing et al. [21] and Ho et 
al. [22], the sample production needs several steps:  
- The material is dried in oven at 50°C during 72 hours. 
- The AA and a quantity of water are mixed in heating 
mixer at the target temperature. 
- The mix is sealed in airtight bag for 48 hours at least, at 
the target temperature. 
- The specimens are compacted using the vibrating 
hammer method [23] in seven layers at 97% of maximum 
dry density, 1.96 g/cm3, and at the required temperature. 

All samples present the same characteristics 
summarised in table 2. The standard NF EN 13286-7 [24] 
prescribes sizes for specimen to represent the in-situ 
behaviour: a diameter at least five times higher than the 
largest particle (20 mm) and a height equal to twice the 
diameter. 

Table 2. Characteristics of specimen. 

Diameter  Height Void ratio Porosity 

150 mm 300 mm 27 % 21 % 

2.3 Triaxial apparatus 

The apparatus used for the laboratory test is shown on 
figure 3. The sample is placed in a temperature controlled 

triaxial cell filled with water and the loading is applied by 
a pneumatic system. An axial force transducer in the cell, 
a cell pressure transducer, four temperature sensors, an 
axial displacement transducer LVDT and three Hall 
Effect transducers ensure the measurement. 

 
Fig. 3. Temperature controlled cell and instrumented specimen.  

2.4 Monotonic triaxial tests 

In addition of a constant confining pressure σ3, the sample 
is submitted to a vertical stress q, named deviator stress, 
which increases until the failure. The test programme is 
composed of 12 experiments: four confining pressures at 
three temperatures. Table 3 displays the main 
characteristics of tests. Each sampling step is performed 
at the target temperature. For the test with preheating, the 
specimen is prepared and kept at 50°C during 8 hours in 
the cell, then it is cooled at 20°C.  

Table 3. Characteristics of monotonic triaxial tests. 

Water 
content  Velocity Temperature σ3 

3.9 % 0.3 
mm/min 

20°C – 50°C – 
20°C with 

preheating at 
50°C 

0 kPa – 20 kPa – 
40 kPa – 70 kPa 

2.5 Repeated Load Triaxial (RLT) tests 

RLT test is one of the most reliable tests to analyse the 
resilient and permanent behaviours of unbound granular 
materials. The French Standard NF EN 13286-7 [24] 
defines this test. The loadings are a Constant or Variable 
Confining Pressure σ3 (CCP or VCP) and a cyclic deviator 
stress q. First, the sample is subjected to a conditioning, 
namely a high stress level over 30 000 cycles, to stabilise 
the permanent strains. Secondly, several stress paths are 
applied over 100 cycles in order to observe the resilient 
behaviour. All RLT tests were carried out at a water 
content of 3.9% and ambient temperature. The 
conditioning phase was studied at a frequency of 2 Hz, 
and the resilient test at 0.1 Hz. The maximum water 
content commonly used is the optimum water content 
minus 1% to avoid drainage. This phenomenon is 
important for hydrophobic materials such as AA. 
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3 Experimental results and analysis 

3.1 Monotonic triaxial tests 

The rupture lines are characterised by the equation (1) 
which is a function of deviator stress q, mean stress p, 
parameter m and parameter s. These elements are 
obtained by formulae (2) to (5). 

                                  q = m.p+s  (1) 

                                  q = σ1-σ3  (2) 

                                  p = (σ1+2σ3)/3  (3)  

                                  m = (6.sin(φ))/(3-sin(φ))  (4)  

                                  s = (6.c.cos(φ))/(3-sin(φ))  (5)  

For each temperature, the Mohr-Coulomb parameters 
are calculated: cohesion c and friction angle φ at peak 
stress. Table 4 gives the values of m, s, c and φ. 

Table 4. Parameters of AA for the failure test. 

 50°C 20°C 
Preheating 
50°C – Test 

20°C 

m  1.18 1.75 1.48 

s (kPa) 66.93 87.29 121.57 

c (kPa) 28.60 45.90 60.56 

φ (°) at 
peak stress 

34.13 42.58 36.34 

 
Some points can be stated for samples compacted at 

the same density:  
- Higher temperature implies lower resistance at failure 
test. In fact, the mastic coating of the aggregate is 
sensitive at 50°C and consequently the Mohr-Coulomb 
parameters decrease.  
- The preheating implies a higher cohesion.  

3.2 Repeated Load Triaxial (RLT) tests 

A positive axial strain ε1 indicates a reduction of the 
sample height and a negative radial strain ε3 an increase 
in the diameter. The volumetric and deviatoric strains are 
defined by the following relationship:  

                                  εv = ε1+2 ε3  (6) 

                                  εq = 2(ε1-ε3)/3  (7) 

 

3.2.1 Permanent strains  

The stress level, detailed in table 5, is applied to the 
sample over 30 000 cycles at 2 Hz. 

Table 5. Cyclic stress paths for the conditioning. 

Δq/
Δp 

Δq 
(kPa) 

Δp 
(kPa) 

Initial stress state 
(kPa) σ3 

(kPa) q0 p0 

3 340 113 3 71 70 

Figures 4 and 5 show the evolution of axial and radial 
permanent strains. During the first cycles, there is a rapid 
increase of the strains, then the strains show a slower 
evolution. The ratio Δε/ΔN over the last hundred cycles is 
2.4*10-7 for the axial strains and -6.7*10-8 for radial 
strains. 

Fig. 4. Permanent axial strains.  

 
Fig. 5. Permanent radial strains. 

3.2.2 Resilient strains 

The resilient behaviour is studied at 0.1 Hz with ten stress 
paths. Figure 6 displays the stress paths of slope Δq/Δp = 
3 (CCP method) and figure 7 the stress paths of slopes 
equal to 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 (VCP method).

Fig. 6. Stress paths of slope equal to 3. 
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Fig. 7. Stress paths of slope equal to 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2. 

The non-linear elastic model proposed by Boyce [25] 
is widely used to describe the resilient behaviour of 
Unbound Granular Materials (UGM). This model was 
modified by Hornych et. al [26] to take into account the 
anisotropy of materials. The followed equations define 
mean stress p*, deviator stress s*, volumetric strain εv and 
deviatoric strain εq used in the Boyce model.  

                                  p* = (γσ1+2σ3)/3  (8) 

                                  q* = γσ1-σ3, 0 < γ < 1  (9) 

                                  εv = (p*n/pa
n-1).[(γ+2)/(3Ka)+(n-

1).(γ+2).(q*/p*)2/(18Ga)+(γ-1).q*/(3Ga.p*)]  (10) 

                                  εq = (2/3).(p*n/pa
n-1).[(γ-1)/(3Ka)+(n 

-1).(γ-1).(q*/p*)2/(18Ga)+(2γ+1).q*/(6Ga.p*)]  (11) 

Bulk modulus Ka, shear modulus Ga, anisotropy 
coefficient γ and n are the model parameters, then pa is the 
atmospheric pressure (100 kPa). The parameters are 
optimized by the least square method, in which the 
squared error is minimised Smin. This error and the 
correlation value c are determined by the relationship (12) 
and (13). 

                                  Smin = Σ(εv-f(p*, q*))²/ Σ(εv-mv)²+ 
Σ(εq-g(p*, q*))²/ Σ(εq-mq)²  (12) 

                                  c = 1-(Smin/2)1/2  (13) 

With f(p*,q*), g(p*,q*) the Boyce model volumetric and 
deviatoric strains and mv, mq the average values of 
volumetric and deviatoric experimental strains. 

Figures 8 and 9 show respectively the resilient 
deviatoric strains εq and the resilient volumetric strains εv 
for the stress paths of slope 3. Figures 10 and 11 detail the 
same strains for the stress paths of slopes 0 to 2. Two 
calibrations with Boyce model were fitted: one with the 
six stress paths of slope 3 (named fit A) and the other with 
the stress paths of slopes 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 (named fit B). 
The model parameters and the correlation value are 
summarised in table 6. 

The following points can be listed: 
- For Δq/Δp = 3 on figure 8, at lower confining pressures 
the yield curve is steeper than at higher confining 
pressures. Regarding the other ratios Δq/Δp, the lower the 
slope the deviatoric strains decrease and next are negative. 
- All the volumetric strains are positive, indicating a 
contraction. Moreover, the slopes of 3 present strains far 

lower than the other slopes. The reason for this is that the 
radial strains for Δq/Δp = 3 are low and negative whereas 
for the other slopes ε3 are high and positive. 
- Fit B reveals moduli values more important than fit A. 
The bulk modulus Ka of fit B is five times higher than Ka 
of fit A, and the shear modulus Ga of fit B is more than 
double Ga of fit A. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Resilient deviatoric strains Δq/Δp = 3. 
 

Fig. 9. Resilient volumetric strains Δq/Δp = 3. 

 

Fig. 10. Resilient deviatoric strains Δq/Δp = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2. 

 

Fig. 11. Resilient volumetric strains Δq/Δp = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2. 

 

 

Table 6. Mohr-Coulomb parameters. 

fit Δq/Δp Ka 
(MPa) 

Ga 
(MPa) n γ Correlation 

A 3 6.24 19.02 0.30 0.28 0.590 

B 
0, 0.5, 
1, 1.5 
and 2 

31.05 47.98 0.48 0.59 0.898 

 
 Hornych et. al [27] used Boyce Model to describe 
the resilient behaviour of UGM and Gravel Emulsion 
(GE), with stress ratios Δq/Δp varying between 0 and 2. 
They founded an anisotropy coefficient close to 1 for 
UGM and 0.8 for GE. Consequently, the fit B allows a 
modelling more representative mechanical behaviour. 
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Indeed, the equation (14) explains the link between γ, 
vertical modulus Ev and horizontal modulus Eh. For the fit 
A, Ev/Eh is a very large value close to 13, whereas for fit 
B the ratio is equal to 2.9. Consequently, the stress paths 
of slope 3 have to be associated to the other slopes to 
describe the resilient behaviour.  

                                  Ev/Eh = 1/γ²  (14) 

In order to propose one set of parameters, a calibration 
with all stress paths was performed. The parameters and 
the correlation value are detailed in table 7. The 
parameters of this last correlation are quite close of fit B.  

Table 7. One set of Mohr-Coulomb parameters. 

Δq/Δp Ka 
(MPa) 

Ga 
(MPa) n γ Correlation 

From 
0 to 3 30.42 53.30 0.46 0.59 0.891 

 

4 Conclusion 
This paper presents some elements about a source of 

reclaimed asphalt aggregates with high PAH content. The 
aim of this research is to develop a strategy of cold 
recycling without binder addition.  

The monotonic triaxial tests at three temperatures and 
at fixed density demonstrate some points:  
- AA are sensitive to temperature.  
- At 50°C, the resistance to failure is lower than at 20°C.  
- Preheating the sample allows to increase the cohesion.  
- Performing the steps of mixing and compaction at 50°C 
could provide an increase of density and consequently 
improved mechanical performances.  
The RLT tests at ambient temperature allowed to measure 
the permanent and resilient strains and to observe the 
behaviour of AA subjected to different levels of stress 
paths. The results reveal a stress dependent resilient 
behaviour. 

Regarding the modelling, the non-linear elastic Boyce 
model is able to estimate the resilient behaviour at 
ambient temperature. 

To complete this research, additional RLT tests at 
different temperatures will allow to study the impact of 
this parameter. Then, the next objective is to reduce the 
rutting by means of a higher density of AA.  
 

This work is part of a European project: ORRAP (Optimal 
Recycling of Reclaimed Asphalts in low-traffic Pavements). 
ERDF - INTERREG V funds this research.  
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